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The current trend in education leaves much to be
desired in so far as the development of specialized topics
in mathematics are concerned. Tensor Analysis and Tensor
Calculus (Absolute Differential Calculus) are such special¬
ized topics. Many graduate students and even many mathemati¬
cians have little or no basic knowledge of tensors* because
a formal course in Tensor Analysis is usually not taught
until the advance graduate level, and then the course is an
elective, which means the student may not be interested in
or find time to enroll in the class. Therefore, my purpose
in writing this paper is to present elementary concepts and
definitions in Tensor Analysis in a brief yet concise manner
so that those interested may consult this paper for basic
concepts without encountering the rigorous development and
unrelated topics that most textbooks and articles on Tensor
Analysis include.
Topics covered are simply the fundamental concepts and
definitions with examples of each to help in understanding
the concepts. I have also included a few problems in order




The components of the tensor are of the form
♦ where the indices ai»a2«***ar*
bj.,b2***b3 run through the inte-




n is called theThe exponent N of the Jacobian
weight of the tensor field. If N = 0, we say that the tensor
field is absolute; otherwise the tensor field is relative of
weight N. A tensor density occurs for N = 1. The tensor of
(1) is said to be contravariant of order r and covariant of
order s. If s » o« the tensor is purely contravariant. and
if r s o, purely covariantt otherwise it is called a mixed
tensor.
Two tensors are said to be of the same kind if the ten¬
sors have the same number of covariant indices and the same
number of contravariant indices and are of the same weight.
Also:
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(b) The product of two tensors is a tensor. Verification
The new tensor is of weight N + N«3-(-2=:5.
(c) Contraction. Consider the absolute tensor
vector. In general we equate a certain covariant index to
a contravariant index, sum on the repeated indices, and obtain
a new tensor
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This process is called contraction.
(d) Quotient Law.
Assume that is a tensor for all contravariant
vectors A^. We now prove that is a tensor.
Proof: . - V
Bj,( D«t of*V 95?‘ '>>■'
Exai^ple:
or
Since A is arbitrary
■«
, we must have
the desired result
The Kronecker delta, , is a mixed absolute
tensor, for
, n
(t ^ 3%- - • X z=. i
Example: If A^ and Bj^ are the components of a contravariant
and a covariant vector, then * A^B. are the
J J
components of a mixed tensor, for
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Exai^ple:
Let g^j be the components of a covariant tensor so
that g^j * Taking determinants and applying
the law for the.multiplication of two determinants of the
same order, we obtain“1^11^| or |
Now are the components of an absolute contravariant
vector, then = A , so that ,
so that = I ^A^)are the components of a vector
density. This method affords a means of changing absolute
tensors into relative tensors.
Example:
Assume 3<>i5 an invar^nt, i. e.
T'- so that
If we assume » then since (i) is identic^^ ^
zero for arbitrary dx^, we must have ir“
or the
fkV are the components of a covariant tensor
of rank 2.
5
Example: Outer product of two vectors. Let and be
the components of two covariant vectors, so that
The are the components of a covariant tensor
of the second order, the outer product of A^ and
Bf.
The Line Element. In the Euclidean space of three
dimensions we have assumed that
ds^ « dx2 + dy^ + d*^
In Euclidean space of n dimensions (n-space) we
(1) have ds^ = (dx-*-)^ + (dx^)^ + (dx^)^ + ... +
(2)
(dx")
If we apply the law of transformation of coordi¬
nates x^ * x^(x^, x2, x^, ..., x”)
We have that . J—o<
dx* « ®o that (1)
takes the form ds^ « So‘4
We may write ds^ = where
* 3^/8 most general form of'
Q
the line element (ds) for Euclidean Space. (2)
is called the Riemann metric quadratic differential
form, where components of the metric
tensor. Any space characterized by a Riemann
metric is called a Riemann space.
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If there is a coordinate transformation
xi - y2,...,y«)
such that ds^ = we say that the Riemannian
space is Euclidean.
The y*s will be called the components of a Euclidean coordi*
nate system. Note that ^ct/a “ coordinate system for
which the g.. is symmetric, we have
Now <^.4,5 2^ *^**fi^
then Sh V4**= '■
54*=3-^^ •V- ^ '■ ^
Also %,/,^ ' * '■ *■ •
‘iart=Si4^ 3^ " '‘■^' '3”‘<*"Vo‘
We know that
^
ds^ = then it follows.that
-= ■%,
Hence the term contribute nothing to the sum
ds^ because ^ ’*'® proved that the terms
^ ^^ij ^ji^ symmetric in i and j that is
^ (sij + 9ji) * Qij -r (g^^j + gji) = gj^ because g^j =
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Note: Every tensor can be expressed as the sum of two
tensors, one of which is symmetric and the other slcew-
symmetric in a pair of covariant or contravariant indices.
I. Consider, for example, the tensor we have
BPq = (bP<1 + B<»P) + }$ (BPq = B<iP)
But RP*^ = (bP^ + B^^P) * R<^P is symmetric, and
SP^ = (BP^-BQP) = S^P is skew-symmetric.
Note: If a tensor is symmetric (skew-symmetric) with
respect to indices p and q in one coordinate system, it
remains symmetric (skew-symmetric) with respect to p and q
in any coordinate system.
In particular, if bP^ is symmetric, bP^ = B<^P, then
Elk (iM - 31“fxV ® - ay*
and bP^ remains symmetric in the x^ coordinate system,
e. g. If 0 = ajj^A^A^ is symmetric we can always write
0 * bjjjA^A^ where bjj^ is symmetric.
Proof: If 0 * ajjjA^A^ * aj^jA^^A^ « aj^jA^A*'
then 20 = a^j^A^A^ + aj^jA^A^^ * (ajj^ + ajjj)A^A*^
and 0 * 1$ (ajj^ + A^A*^ * bjj^A^A*^
Where hjj^ = )$ (ajj^ + aj^j) * bj^j is symmetric.
CHAPTER II
Assume A^^Ajj^ is a tensor for all absolute covariant
tensors Ajj^. We prove that A^J is a tensor, for
Now A.. » P 2:^.^ PX"
then we have
A^^Ajjj = W






Since A^u is arbitrary, we must have'jk
Tij - O''!* ar.^** ” ^ JX'' e,
C<^ is an absolute
_ /S-, ^ ^ ,A^ / ■ contravariant tensor*^
rx4lf' ^)(R^f ^
In a three-dimensional Euclidean space
ds^ * (dx”^)^ + (dx^)^ + (dx^)^ for an orthogonal
coordinate system.
So that
(g) * 0 o\
I 0 1 0 1 i. e. matrix gVp 0 1/
8
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Let x-^ w r sin 9 cos 0 * sin cos
= r sin 9 sin 0 * sin y^ sin y^







al OV* CW,* ^ .
I
933 * (-y^ sin y^ sin y^)^ + (y-^ sin y^ cos y^)^
* (y*- sin y2)^ + (sin y^)^ + (cos y^)^ »
(y^ sin y^)^
= 0 for i j so that
ds^ = (dx-*-)^ + (dx^)^ + (dx^)^
ds^ » (dy^)^ + (y*-)^(dy^)^ + (yJ- sin y^)^ (dy^)^
But since y^ » r, y^ » 9 and y^ * 0 we have
ds^ « (dr)2 + r^ (d9)^ + (r sin9)^ (dG)^
* dr^ + r^ d0^ + r^ sin^ 9d0^
as the line element in spherical coordinates. Since the
g*s are not constants* a spherical coordinate system is
not a cartesian coordinate system.
iO
If A.^are the components of an.absolute covariant
tensor, and if A ^ A^^ = we shall find if A^
are the components of an absolute contravariant tensor.
If the above is so, then the two tensors are said to be
reciprocal.
We define as the reciprocal tensor of that
is '■'»><-is • is defined to be
gij = cofactor of g^^j
We will now determine the conjugate metric tensor in
sylindrical and spherical coordinates.
1. For cylindrical coordinates in Euclidean space
ds^ = dp^ + p2d/t^^+d2^
where x-^ « p, x^ = = z.
Now ^11 " ^22 “ ^33 * 912 * 92i*0» 923 *32 '0,
931 ’
i * e •
'13 0







Since g =* jg^^] «= ®li ^12 9i3\ 10 0
921 ^22 ^231 “ 0 p2o
p31 932 ^33 I 0 0 1
= p2
g’l-J- sr cofactor of
g
22
g * cofactor of g22
33 ^













g = cofactor of gj^3
Similarly gJ*^ =* 0 , if j 7^
In matrix form the conjugate
(gij) « g-^2 g-^^
g^2 g23
^3L ^32 933
g * ^g^jl *=100
0 r^ 0

















g = cofactor of 922
g
33









r4 sin^ e P r"^sin 8
sin^e 0 r' r^ sin^O









i. e, A^ » g^^Aj or A*^ » g^*^Aj
If
The tensors of rank one* Aj and A are called associated
tensors. They represent the covariant and contravarlant
components of a vector.
II. (a) « g ^APa^ is an invariantpq
(b) = 9P‘’ApAq-
ProofI
(a) Let Aj and A be the covariant and contravarlant com-
Thenponents of a vector.
R R ixe
and Ap AP
i ' rv - 2
AjA*^ is an invariant which we call L .
^jkA*^A^
i. e. * 9pqAPA9
g_„A9APpq
Then we can write
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(b) Proof: = g^^^AjAj^
therefore L^ « gP^ApAq
The scalar or invariant quantity L * ApAP is
called the magnitude or length of the vector with
covariant components A^ and contravariant components aP.
III.
(a) If A^ and are vectors« then
g„ aPa^ is an invariant,
pq
^pq is an invariant.
^(APAp) (B'^Bq)
Proof:
(a) aPb » aP_ B*^ » g A^B^ is an invariant.
p Qpq ^pq
(b) Since APAp and B^Bq are invariants,
(APAp) (B^Bq) is an invariant and so
is an invariant.
We define cos 9 as the cosine
of the angle between vectors AP and B^.
If QpqA^B*^ = APfip * 0, the vectors are called orthogonal.
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Now we know that the discriminant of the standard
quadratic of two variables ( ) is equal to B^-AC
as compared to the discriminant of the standard quadratic
form of one variable { ) which equals B^-AAC. We
observe that our equation is a function of two variables
hence the discriminant is equal to B^-AC.
A [fJi )^ + 2B yu iz&JL.) +
= A (B^ h + 2(-b2) {/jJjiJ + C/a2 = B^ -
JT ~ I k /
2B^yt^ ^ + CHJi^ ^ ^ -f C^ 0. Hence ACyU^
> 2
and AC ^ B^ thus 0 > B^-AC, i.e. the dis¬
criminant is negative.
In the equation y = f ( ), A = 9^^ A
B = a”' and C ■ B”*
B^-AC = (?^A* Bi^- ^^^a'‘a'^')^^B°'b^O
i• e- (9,^ A°‘a'^B°‘b^ or
9.k^ 9^;yA”<A^ B- B«
Now cos e * A B by definition but
'^A'^A'^ B*^ B^
Let A^ and Bj be unit vectors.Note:
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We define the angle between these two vectors by
cos 0 * « A^g^jB'^ = g^jA^fij
= g^^AjBj^ * g^^A^Bj
If the vectors are not unit vectors
cos 0 = gj, j A^B^
"VCSij A^A^) (gijB^BJ)
If g^j A^B^ * 0, the vectors are orthogonal.
We must now show that
Consider the vector ^
definite form.
A^ + ti B^
I cos 0) ^1.
Assuming a positive
i. e. ^ > O unless a 0, where
We have > O
or
y-RA'+ZB/l/A +C/a’->o




/ T s iw
set y = 0, and we get /i ^
Hence , ^ 1
|cos 0| ^ 1. Moreover A^* KB^'^A^* KB^^and
= KB^
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COS 0 = g^j = gij
COS 0 *= + KgijB^B^ * + 1,
KgijB^B^
Therefore, since we have that )cos q) <<^ ) and also
that cos 6 - t 1, combined result is that I cos @| ~1.
CHAPTER III
The Special Theory Of Relativity.
Let us consider the one parameter group of transforma-
tions
_ - _ . .
X = B (x - vt) ; y * y ; z * zj Z * B (t - v x)
Where B = 1 v and V is the parameter* c is the speed
of light. These are called the Einstein-Lorentz transforma¬
tions. The transformations form a group because (1) if we
set V * 0, we obtain the identity transformations x = x,
y = y, z = i, t = t; (2) the inverse transformation exists
since
X * B (x + Vt), y = y, z a z, t = Bt + ( V )x. the
inverse transformation obtained by replacing the parameter
V by - V; (3) the result of applying two such transformations
yields a new Lorentz transformation, for if






Where B = f 1 -w \ , then
X * B (x - vt) * B Bx - B wt - BV Bf - w Bx





= BB (l+_vw )x - (v + w)t
“7“
We shall show that the line element
2 2 0 2 2 2
ds = dx + dy^ + dz - c dt remains invariant
in form under the Lorentz transformation.
X = X - Vt ; y = y; z = z; t = t - ic?)
.2
t4-) '4
Note: V, c are constants. The transformation ct ^ ir,
i = Y leads to the four-dimensional
O 2 O 2 2









/I - X s= X -VI
= -( v^)x +Vt
X (_y^) - V (_y. ) -t =





t = t+ Vx=t + Vx =
i -"vz'~














dx^ = dx^+_2e?_V__dxdt+ dt^
5. 5
dt = i c-^dt + Vdx
.2(,2.^i]' 1^-C^Vc^ V‘
c'^(dt)^+2c^V(dt) (dx)+V^(dx)^(dt)^ = 1 ■
c2(c2-v2)
-c^di^ « i -c^dt^-2c^Vdxdt-V^dx^
» “c"* dt^-2c^V dxdt - dx^
c^-v^ c^-v'-^ - v2
Thus:
dx^+dy^+d2^-c^dt^= dx^H- 2c^V dxdt
2- i —T
+ dt^+dv^+dt^- dt^-2c^V dxdt -V^dt
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